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      AIR NATIONAL GUARD (ANG) 
ACTIVE DUTY FOR OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (ADOS) 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
 

IAW the ADOS Application Procedures 
Please submit complete ADOS applications as 1 PDF to usaf.jbanafw.ngb-hr.mbx.HR-ADOS@mail.mil 

 
 

If unable to encrypt or the application is over 4MB, please forward via https://safe.amrdec.army.mil/safe/   
to the above address 

 
ANNOUNCEMENT NUMBER:    18-133 
 
CLOSE OUT DATE:     Open until Filled 
 
POSITION TITLE:    ANG Security Forces Deployed For Training (DFT) 

Program Manager  
 
POSITION INFORMATION:  Length:  30 Sep 18  
      Tour intent is multiple years 

Pending Funding and Airman’s continued eligibility.   
ADOS, Title 10 - 12301d 

 
 

RANK/GRADE REQUIREMENT:    O-3/O-4/O-5     
 
AFSC REQUIREMENT:     31P3 
 
LOCATION:   ANGRC, Andrews AFB 
 
WHO MAY APPLY:      Qualified ANG members only 

 
 POC Position:       
 Lt Col Brian Griefer 
 Brian.griefer.mil@mail.mil 
 240-612-7016 
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Position Description (Duty Description): 
Responsibilities would include (but are not limited to) the following:  

 
This position’s primary function will be to work with the newly formalized Deployed for Training (DFT) program. 
Security Forces consistently find themselves having to maintain essential skills for deployed environments in 
support of CCMDs, without the home station mission or environment enabling them to keep these perishable skills 
sharp. The purpose of the DFT program will be to enable and assist your units to deploy into other command 
regions (PACAF, USAFE, etc.) and train for success in any future mission. To allow the program to be successful 
this position is developing a formal handbook for the program, soliciting field units interested in participating, and 
developing relationships with other MAJCOMs that will be supported by this program. Due to this being a new 
program, this position will ensure program success by facilitating coordination between supported and supporting 
units. 
 
Additional responsibilities and assignments could include: 

 
This position will assist with SF Enterprise Domestic Operations planning for the NGRF (National Guard 
Response Force). This position is responsible for assisting units with a road map to NGRF certification in 
compliance with NGR 500-5 for State emergency missions. In conjunction with this task, this position will work 
with ANG personnel on Joint Staff to coordinate NGRF training and doctrine, to facilitate better joint training and 
execution of this mission set across the National Guard in all States and Territories. This position will build 
information to be utilized in upcoming Domestic capabilities conferences (DCP). This position will work to solve 
an enterprise level problem with SEI certification for UTC tasking's. This position is coordinating training 
received by SF members at the Security Forces Apprentice course with investigative training received in civilian 
Law Enforcement, to satisfy the hours needed to become SEI certified for UTC tasking. This involves 
developing a formalized waiver package, soliciting completed packages from the field, and vetting the packages to 
identify those which meet requirements. Once this is accomplished coordination for the waiver process 
will be conducted with HAF to correct this UTC deficiency. The coordination of packages to seek waivers to allow 
SEI certification for UTC requirements will continue into FY 18 when UTC posturing will take place.  In addition, 
this is a position meant to foster growth and staff experience so other projects and responsibilities may be assigned 
to the selected individual from each of the 3 branch in A4S, Security Forces 


